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Abstract

We consider the problem of measuring user contributions
to versioned, collaborative bodies of information, such as
wikis. Measuring the contributions of individual authors can
be used to divide revenue, to recognize merit, to award sta-
tus promotions, and to choose the order of authors when
citing the content. In the context of the Wikipedia, previ-
ous works on author contribution estimation have focused
on two criteria: the total text created, and the total number
of edits performed. We show that neither of these criteria
work well: both techniques are vulnerable to manipulation,
and the total-text criterion fails to reward people who polish
or re-arrange the content.

We consider and compare various alternative criteria that
take into account thequality of a contribution, in addition
to the quantity, and we analyze how the criteria differ in
the way they rank authors according to their contributions.
As an outcome of this study, we propose to adopttotal edit
longevityas a measure of author contribution. Edit longevity
is resistant to simple attacks, since edits are counted towards
an author’s contribution only if other authors accept the con-
tribution. Edit longevity equally rewards people who create
content, and people who rearrange or polish the content. Fi-
nally, edit longevity distinguishes the people who contribute
little (who have contribution close to zero) from spammers
or vandals, whose contribution quickly grows negative.

1 Introduction

On-line collaboration is fast becoming one of the primary
ways in which content, and information, is created and
shared. From open-source software projects, to on-line ency-
clopedias such as the Wikipedia, open on-line collaboration

∗This work has been partially supported by CITRIS: Center forInfor-
mation Technology Research in the Interest of Society.

taps into the knowledge, time, and resources of millions of
people, and it enables content creation on a speed and scale
never seen before.

In such collaborative systems for content creation, a rel-
evant problem is how to measure the contributions of indi-
vidual authors. This problem arises in several contexts. In
the Wikipedia, it may be desirable to have a measure of how
much work various users have performed, as a help to decide
how to distribute promotions and honors (such as Barnstars).
In a corporate setting, a measure of user contribution can be
used to promote the use of collaboration tools such as wikis,
while ensuring that the contributions of the individual em-
ployees can be duly recognized. In wikis that generate rev-
enue, measures of author contribution can be used as a basis
for deciding revenue sharing among authors. In this paper,
we propose and analyze several quantitative measures of au-
thor contribution for versioned bodies of textual information
that evolve via successive modifications, oredits,perfomed
by individual authors. We focus on wikis, and in particu-
lar on the Wikipedia, an on-line encyclopedia built on wiki
technology [5].

On the Wikipedia, the problem of measuring author con-
tributions has so far been considered mainly in the context
of gaining a better understanding of the dynamics of how
authors contribute to the Wikipedia. In particular, measures
of author contribution have been used to discuss the issue
of whether it is a large group of novice users, or a small
group of experienced editors, who contributes most of the
content of the Wikipedia [21, 18, 8]. In these discussions,
author contribution was measured via the number of edits
performed by authors (edit count) [21, 22, 8, 17, 11, 16],
or by the total amount of text the authors introduced (text
count) [18]. We argue that neither of these two measures is
robust, or fully informative. Both edit count and text count
can easily be gamed. In the case of edit count, an author can
increase her edit count simply by doing a small modification,
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then undoing it (perhaps with an accompanying message of
apology). These small changes can be spread across the mil-
lions of pages of the English Wikipedia, to make detection
harder. Fighting this kind of abuse requires time-consuming
human intervention, as it requires the examination of the edit
log performed by individual users. In addition, adopting edit
count as a measure of contribution, and basing important de-
cisions on such a measure, would create a strong incentive
towards this kind of tampering, with negative consequences
for the stability and quality of Wikipedia content. Text count
can be gamed in a similar, if not easier, fashion, as it is pos-
sible to introduce in a single edit a very large amount of text,
which is then promptly removed in a subsequent edit. These
measures also under-estimate the contributions that particu-
lar groups of authors give to the Wikipedia. Edit count fails
to recognize adequately, authors who sporadically provide
large amounts of bulk text, thus contributing to the basic in-
formation build-up. Text count fails to properly recognize
the contributions of those users who mostly re-arrange ex-
isting content, remove vandalism, and perform other funda-
mental maintenance duties that involve little new text cre-
ation.

To provide a more precise, and more robust, measure of
author contribution, we introduce several measures that cap-
ture not only thequantityof contributions (how many edits,
how much text), but also thequality, analyzing how long the
contributions last as content evolves. We analyze the trade-
offs involved in the different measures, and the differences
in the author rankings they produce.

Our favorite measure isedit longevity.The measure com-
bines the amount of change performed by an author, with
how long the change lasts. To compute the edit longevity
of an author, we consider all the edits performed by the au-
thor. For each edit, we compute both theedit sizeand the
edit quality. The edit size is measured as the edit distance
between the article revision produced by the author, and the
previous revision; the problem of computing edit distances
has been studied in [20, 19, 4]. The edit quality is in the
interval [−1, 1], and measures how long the change lasts in
the system: it is close to1 for edits that are preserved fully
in subsequent revisions, and it is close to−1 for edits that
are reverted [2]. The edit longevity of an author combines
these quantities, and is computed as the sum, over all the ed-
its performed by the author, of the edit size multiplied by the
edit quality. We show that edit longevity has several desir-
able properties. It cannot be easily gamed, since the quality
of an edit by authorA depends on how long authorsdiffer-
ent fromA preserve the edit done byA. Edit longevity is
sensitive to the size of contributions, giving appropriatere-
ward to authors who sporadically contribute large amounts
of text. Edit longevity also rewards the authors who mostly
engage in improvement and maintenance work, as edit dis-
tance, measures not only new text, but also text deletions and
displacements [2]. Furthermore, edit longevity successfully

prevents vandals and spammers from accruing contributions.
In addition to edit longevity, some other measures we in-

troduce may serve a purpose in specific contexts.
Text longevityis a measure of how much text has been

introduced by an author, in which each text contribution is
weighed according to how long the text lasts in subsequent
revisions. This measure has the advantage of a very obvi-
ous definition: while the estimation of edit quality requires
agreement on a particular formula based on edit distances,
the estimation of text longevity requires simply, the ability
of tracking text through revisions. In contexts where revenue
must be divided, a simpler definition has the appeal of being
easier to define; for instance, in a legally binding contract.
Text longevity, however, has two drawbacks. The first is that
text longevity fails to adequately reward authors who mainly
engage in maintenance edits, inserting little new text. The
second is that text longevity fails to penalize spammers and
vandals, assigning to them the same low amount of positive
contribution reserved for novices.

Text longevity with penaltyrewards authors in proportion
to the text they insert, but in addition to this reward, authors
of reverted contributions (that is, edits with negative qual-
ity) also accrue large negative “fines”. Text longevity with
penalty is particularly effective in distinguishing productive
members of the author community from vandals and spam-
mers. The drawback of text longevity with penalty, com-
pared with edit longevity, is that it fails to adequately reward
authors who perform large amounts of maintenance work.

Related Work

Measuring contributions of individuals in group collabora-
tive efforts have been studied for several decades, in the con-
text of software project management. Most programmers are
familiar with the KLOC (thousand lines of code) measure-
ment [14, 6], sometimes abused to measure productivity. Al-
though intended to measure the progress of a project, it also
implicitly measures each programmers contribution to the
project. What we propose in this paper can be thought of
as combining KLOC with defects/KLOC, so that merit is a
function of both amount of contribution and quality.

The problem of measuring author contributions to the
Wikipedia first arose during a debate on which group of au-
thors was chiefly responsible for Wikipedia content. A count
of edits indicated that a small group of dedicated authors
gave the largest contribution [21]; this result was later dis-
puted in [18], where it was argued that the majority of the
content was due to the large number of authors who per-
form only occasional contributions to the Wikipedia. Kittur
et al., [8] discovered that the percentage of edits made by
the masses is larger and growing when compared to the au-
thors who are either sysops or have a very large number of
edits to their credit. Burke and Kraut use a wide variety of
edit counts to predict the authors to be promoted to the status
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of Wikipedia administrators [3]. There are many works that
measure user contributions by the number of edits which au-
thors make to an article [21, 22, 8, 17, 11, 16]. In [8], they
consider the number of edits as well as the change in edits
and state that their conclusion remains unaffected with either
of those measures. Wilkinson and Huberman show that the
quality of an article improves with the number of edits and
the number of distinct authors that revise that article [22].

In [15], the total amount of work that went into the mak-
ing of the complete Wikipedia is estimated to be about 100
million hours of human thought. This metric is interesting,
and very different from the metrics we propose in this pa-
per: the metric of [15] is based on the effect on the author
(the amount of time required of the author to contribute),
whereas our metrics are based on the effect on the wiki (how
large the contributions are, and how long they last).

Another approach consists in measuring contributions in-
directly, by noting citations [12, 7, 10]. While this approach
enables one to judge the relevance of a complete article, it
cannot easily be used to ascribe the merit of the article to its
individual contributors.

2 Definitions

The following notation will be used throughout the paper.
We consider the setP of all articles in the main English
Wikipedia. We denote the set of authors of pages on the
Wikipedia byA. We assume that we haven > 0 versions
v0, v1, v2, . . . , vn of a pagep; versionv0 is empty, and ver-
sionvi, for 1 ≤ i ≤ n, is obtained by an author performing a
revisionri : vi−1 ; vi. Since each revisionri is performed
by one author, we refer to the author who edited revisionri

as ai. We denote the set of all revisions of a page byR.
We refer to the change set corresponding tori : vi−1 ; vi

as the edit performed atri : the edit consists of the text in-
sertions, deletions, displacements, and replacements that led
from vi−1 to vi. We define the mapE : A × P → 2R, which
given an authora ∈ A andp ∈ P, returns a set of revisions
that were created by authora for pagep. When editing a ver-
sioned document, authors commonly save several versions in
a short time frame. We filter the versions, keeping only the
last of consecutive versions by the same author; we assume
thus that for1 ≤ i ≤ n we haveai 6= ai+1. Every version
vi for 0 ≤ i ≤ n, consists of a sequence[wi

1, . . . , w
i
mi

] of
words, wheremi is the number of words invi; versionv0

consists of the empty sequence.

Base Measures.
Given a series of versionsv1, . . . , vn of a pagep, we as-

sume that we can compute the following base measures:

• txt(vi, vj), for 0 < i ≤ j ≤ n, is the amount of text
(measured in number of words) that is introduced byri

in vi, and that is still present (and due to the same author
ai) in vj . txt(vi, vi) is the amount of new text added by

ai throughri. We definetxt(ri) = txt(vi, vi), and
refer to this as thetext contributionof ri.

• d(vi, vj), for 0 ≤ i < j ≤ n, is theedit distancebe-
tweenvi andvj , and measures how much change (word
additions, deletions, replacements, displacements, etc.)
there has been in going fromvi to vj . We define
d(ri) = d(vi−1, vi), for theedit contributionmade in a
revisionri.

There are several ways to compute edit distance [9, 19], usu-
ally based on insertions and deletions of characters. Our for-
mulation is instead based on words as the fundamental unit,
to more closely approximate how people perceive edits. We
define the edit distance in terms of the following quantities:
I(vi, vj) is the number of words that are inserted;D(vi, vj)
is the number of words that are deleted;M(vi, vj) is the
number of words that are moved, times the fraction of the
document that they move across. The edit distance between
two versions,vi andvj , is then given by:

d(vi, vj) = max(I, D) −
1

2
min(I, D) + M

A more precise treatment of this definition is available in [2],
along with reasoning for this particular choice of edit dis-
tance.

Quality Measures.
In addition to the base measures defined above, we define

the following quality measures. We first consider the edits
in a revisionri made by authorai. Givend(vi−1, vi), the
edit distance between versionsvi−1 andvi, we would like
to associate a higher edit quality to revisionri if the edits
made take the page closer to subsequent versions of the page.
For example, if none of the edits made inri are reverted in
subsequent revisions, then the edits made inri have taken
the page in the samedirectionas subsequent versions of the
page and hence merit the highest quality measure. We define
αedit(vi, vj), the quality of the edits performed in revisionri

of a page (with respect tovj) as follows:

αedit(vi, vj) =
d(vi−1, vj) − d(vi, vj)

d(vi−1, vi)

The triangle inequality generally holds, so thatαedit(vi, vj)
typically varies from−1 for revisions which are completely
reverted, to+1 for revisions which are completely pre-
served; when the value falls outside this range, we cap it
to one of these two values. Due to the occasional vandal-
ism that happens, we prefer to judge quality using several
succeeding versions. We define a mapJ : R → 2R, which
given a revisionri of some pagep (with n revisions), returns
a set of revisionsG = {rj, rj+1, . . .} such that, forrj ∈ G,
we havej ≤ n, i < j ≤ i + 10 andaj 6= ai. That is, the set
of judging revisions are the next ten revisions afterri, that
don’t have the same author asri acting in the capacity of a
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judge. We now define theaverage edit qualityαedit(ri) of a
revisionri as follows:

αedit(ri) =
1

min(i + 10, n)
·





∑

rj∈J(ri)

αedit(vi, vj)





The quality of a text contribution to a page is a function of
how much of the original text was edited out in subsequent
revisions of the page. If none of the text was removed, then
the text quality of revisionri should be1. We would like to
model text quality as a measure of the rate at which new text
introduced in a revision of a page, decays over subsequent
revisions of the page. Towards this end, we define the text
quality measureαtext(ri) as the solution to the following
equation that expresses text decay:

min(i+10,n)
∑

j=i

txt(i, j) = txt(i, i)·



1 +
∑

rj∈J(ri)

(αtext(ri))
j−i





The resulting value forαtext(ri) ranges from0 for text
which is completely removed, to+1 for text which is com-
pletely preserved.

A different way to measure the quality of a text contri-
bution is to simply sum the amount of text that remains,
over the succeeding revisions. For a revisionri, by consider-
ing the amount of original text introduced inri that survives
in the next10 revisions, we define the following additional
quality measure for text contributions,

βtext(ri) =
1

txt(i, i)
·





∑

rj∈J(ri)

txt(i, j)





This value ranges from0 for text which is immediately re-
moved, to+10 for text which completely survives all ten
revisions.

3 Contribution Measures

We would like to define quantitative measures of author
contributions to the Wikipedia. For every pagep in the
Wikipedia, we consider a revisionri performed by the au-
thor ai for some0 < i ≤ n. Each of the subsequent au-
thorsai+1, ai+2, . . . can either retain, or remove, the edits
performed byai in revisionri. These authors who subse-
quently edit versionvi of the article are consideredjudges
of ri and hence of the contribution made by authorai. We
define various measures of author contribution, taking into
account the amount of text added or edits performed by the
author and the quality of those changes. We would like to
measure contributions both in absolute terms, as the amount
of text that was added by an author or the amount of ed-
its made by an author, and in relative terms, where we take

into account the quality of the edits. The contributions of all
authors is cumulative over the entire revision history of the
Wikipedia; for our experiments, we picked revisions of all
articles previous to October 1, 2006.

3.1 Number of Edits

The simplest quantitative measure of contribution for au-
thors is to compute the number of revisions they authored.
In previous works, this is referred to as thenumber of edits
made by an author [21, 22, 8, 16]. We follow the tradition,
and define this precisely as:

∀a ∈ A.NumEdits(a) =
∑

p∈P

∑

r∈E(a,p)

1.

3.2 Text Only

Another very natural measure of author contribution is to
count up how many words were added by each author, during
the course of all their revisions. Since there is no quality
measure involved, we refer to this measure asTextOnly, and
define it as:

∀a ∈ A.TextOnly(a) =
∑

p∈P

∑

r∈E(a,p)

txt(r).

We refer to this measure as theabsolutetext contribution
measure.

3.3 Edit Only

Correcting grammar, polishing the article structure, and re-
verting vandalism are all chores [3] which must be done to
keep the Wikipedia presentable. Counting the number of
words added can partially account for these chores if there
is no text authorship tracking done; without text authorship
tracking, however, vandals could easily subvert any system
for measuring contributions. Instead, we note that measuring
the size of the change in each revision is able to reward both
authors who write new text, as well as authors who polish
existing text. More formally, we measure the edit distance
between the the version of a page that was generated by re-
vision ri and the version that immediately preceded it. The
EditOnly measure is thus defined as:

∀a ∈ A.EditOnly(a) =
∑

p∈P

∑

r∈E(a,p)

d(r)

We refer to this measure as theabsoluteedit contribution
measure.

3.4 Text Longevity

The next level of sophistication is to incorporate quality
measures into the calculation of contribution. We desire the
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text longevity of a revision to be the amount of original text
that was added by the authorai for a revisionri, discounted
by the text quality measureαtext(ri), which describes how
the text decays over the next several revision.

∀a ∈ A.TextLongevity(a) =
∑

p∈P

∑

r∈E(a,p)

αtext(r) · txt(r)

3.5 Edit Longevity

Similar to the text longevity measure, we define the edit
longevity of a revisionri as the edit contribution, discounted
by the average edit quality measureαedit(ri). As with all
the measures, we accumulate contributions based on edit
longevity over all revisions edited by an author:

∀a ∈ A.EditLongevity(a) =
∑

p∈P

∑

r∈E(a,p)

αedit(r) · d(r)

3.6 Ten Revisions

A simpler method for measuring how useful newly inserted
text is, is to simply add up how many words survive over
the next ten revisions. Large contributions are thus richlyre-
warded, if they survive; smaller contributions have a slightly
better chance of surviving for the entire ten revisions, thus
encouraging change — but not too much change.

We consider the10 revisions that follow any revisionri

of an article, and accumulate the amount of text contribu-
tion that was made inri that remained in each of those10
subsequent revisions of the article. We call this measure
TenRevisions and define it as follows:

∀a ∈ A.TenRevisions(a) =
∑

p∈P

∑

r∈E(a,p)

βtext(r) · txt(r)

Note that our definition ofβtext(r) incorporates the text sur-
vival for the next ten revisions, thus simplifying the defini-
tion here.

3.7 Text Longevity with Penalty

A last variation that we propose is to combine text longevity
with edit longevity in such a way that authors of new content
are rewarded, but vandals are actively punished for both in-
serting and deleting text. Text longevity, as we have defined
it, already does not reward vandals — vandals either insert
no text, or the text they insert is immediately removed; both
cases result in a text longevity of zero for the revision. Van-
dals are still able to accumulate positive contributions from
other revisions, however, while disrupting other authors with
their vandalism. By only counting edit longevity when it is
negative, we are able to punish vandals for any kind of van-
dalism which is reverted. This leads to the following defini-

tion of our punishing measure:

∀a ∈ A.TextLongevityWithPenalty(a) =

TextLongevity(a) +
∑

p∈P

∑

r∈E(a,p)

min(0, αedit(r) · d(r))

4 Implementation

As part of our previous research into author reputation and
text trust [2, 1], we have created a modular tool for process-
ing XML dumps from the Wikipedia. It analyzes all the
revisions of a page, filtering down the revisions to remove
consecutive edits by the same author, and computing dif-
ferences between revisions to track the author of each word
and measure how the author might have rearranged the page.
These results can be passed to any of several modules to do
additional processing; we use the tool to reduce the enor-
mous collection of data down to a much smallerstatistics
file. We process the statistics file with a second tool, which
we instrumented to calculate the various contribution mea-
sures we have defined. The original tools are open-source,
and can be downloaded from our project page, athttp://
trust.cse.ucsc.edu/. More precise details about text
tracking and edit distance are available in [2].

Our analysis is based on main namespace article revi-
sions from the Wikipedia dump of February 6, 2007, which
we process to create a reduced statistics file. The statistics
file contains information about every version, including the
amount of text added, the edit distance from the previous
version, and information about how the edit persists for ten
revisions into the future. To ensure that each version we
considered had revisions after it, we consider only versions
before October 1, 2006. After further processing on the file,
we used R[13] to analyze the resulting data.

Bots. During the course of our analysis, we found
that some authors were extraordinary outliers for multi-
ple measures. Some investigation into the most extreme
cases revealed that bots were making automated edits to the
Wikipedia, and that a few bots dwarfed manual labor in the
edit based measuresEditLongevity andEditOnly. We also
found that there are bots that improve content, and bots that
vandalize it. We chose to identify bots as those with a user-
name which ends in the string “bot;” While this does not
include every bot (especially the ones that vandalize), it is a
useful first approximation. We found614 bots in total as of
October 1, 2006.

Vandals. There is a similar problem in trying to de-
fine vandals, since such authors don’t register themselves
as such. For our purposes, we decided to define a vandal
as someone who, on average, makes an edit which is com-
pletely reverted. Precisely, we define a vandal who meets
one of two criteria:αtext < 0.05, or αedit < −0.9. We
justify this choice in the next section.
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Figure 1: This graph shows the edit quality measure
αedit and text qualityαtext for 5 million randomly selected
records of each type.

5 Analysis

We begin our analysis with some information about the data
we are analyzing. Our reduced statistics file includes over
25 million revision records. Figures 1 and 2 were created
by drawing a random sample of 5 million records. We re-
peated the sampling three times and obtained identical look-
ing plots, so we have high confidence that they are represen-
tative of the complete dataset.

In Figure 1, we show the two quality measuresαtext and
αedit over the revisions we sampled. We see both measures
are heavily biased towards+1, indicating that most revi-
sions to the Wikipedia are generally considered useful by
succeeding authors. This confirms the intuition that more
“good people” than “bad people” must contribute, otherwise
the Wikipedia would have a difficult time maintaining the
community it has which continues to extend the online en-
cyclopedia.

Delving directly into the data for text quality, we observe
that 10% of the revisions made hadαtext ≤ 0.05 while
66.67% of the revisions hadαtext > 0.95. Specifically,
we noticed that10% of the revisions hadαtext = 0 ex-
actly. Whenαtext = 0, the text is immediately deleted in
the next revision, so we can infer that these revisions are the

work of vandals. When we look at the size of contributions
made, we noticed that6% of the amount of new text added
hadαtext = 0, whereas76.21% of the new text added had
αtext > 0.95. From this we conclude that authors mostly
add good new text.

The data is less stark for edit quality. When we looked
at revisions, we saw that1.9% of the revisions hadαedit ≤
−0.9, whereas51.12% hadαedit > 0.9. In fact,84.71% had
positive edit quality. In terms of edit contributions, we no-
ticed that7.5% of the edit contributions hadαedit ≤ −0.9,
whereas61.39% hadαedit > 0.9. Moreover,1.6% of the
edit contributions were immediately reverted. From these
statistics, we conclude that authors mostly do good edits.

Figure 2 shows the absolute text and edit contributions,
txt(ri) andd(ri), for the sets of sampled revisions. It is im-
portant to note that these two graphs are using the logarithm
of the size of contribution, along thex-axis; edit sizes can
fall below+1, due to the way we compute edit distance for
moved words as a fraction of how much of the document
they move across. Thus, the frequency count for edit sizes
between0 and1 suggests that a good fraction of revisions in-
volve rearranging of text. Beyond that, we can conclude that
contributions, as measured by text added or by edit distance,
are predominantly under 100 words.

In Figure 3 we show the average edit quality and average
text quality for all non-anonymous authors. In order to com-
pute this, we took all revisions created by each author and
took an average of the text and edit qualities of those revi-
sions. We notice that15.9% of authors hadαtext ≤ 0.05 and
6.3% of authors hadαedit ≤ −0.9. These are shown by the
bars on the left extreme of the histograms in Figure 3. This
sharp increase in the number of authors at the lowest end of
our quality measures, combined with our previous analysis
of revisions and contributions with respect to quality, gives
us some justification to define vandals as those authors who
have eitherαtext ≤ 0.05 or αedit ≤ −0.9 on average. We
state that the identification of vandals can be made more pre-
cise using more sophisticated analyses of our data, but we
don’t deal with that in this paper.

During our investigations comparing the proposed mea-
sures, we found an unusually large fraction of non-
anonymous authors having scores relatively close to zero.
This suggested that many users had made a relatively small
number of revisions, and that the absolute text and edit con-
tributions of the revisions tended to be small, or that the qual-
ity tended towards zero. In Figure 4, we have plotted the
number of edits made by all authors. We notice that 362,461
authors made only one edit, over 46% of the total 777,223
authors we tracked. In Figure 5 we show the edit quality
measure for these authors. In contrast to the edit quality dis-
tribution over all authors from Figure 1, we notice that the
edit quality for these authors are almost evenly distributed
across the entire quality range (except for the two extreme
values).
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Measures EditLong EditOnly NumEdits T enRevs TextLong TextOnly T extWPun

EditLong 1.000 0.999 0.28 0.070 0.075 0.16 -0.32
EditOnly 0.999 1.000 0.29 0.071 0.077 0.16 -0.33
NumEdits 0.283 0.286 1.00 0.361 0.417 0.45 0.27
TenRevs 0.070 0.071 0.36 1.000 0.983 0.96 0.89
TextLong 0.075 0.077 0.42 0.983 1.000 0.98 0.90
TextOnly 0.158 0.164 0.45 0.963 0.983 1.00 0.82

TextWPun -0.320 -0.326 0.27 0.886 0.897 0.82 1.00

Table 1: This table gives the pairwise correlations of the different measures we have defined in this paper.
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Figure 2: This graph shows the absolute text and edit con-
tributions on a log scale, for 5 million randomly selected
records of each type.

5.1 Comparing Measures

We next present the correlations between the various mea-
sures in Table 1. These are correlations with respect to the
amount of contributions made by all non-anonymous au-
thors, excluding those we’ve classified as vandals. From
the correlation table, we notice that text based measures
are better positively correlated with each other. Similarly,
the edit based measures are better positively correlated with
each other as we expected. The measuresEditLongevity and
EditOnly are highly correlated as borne out by the fact that

a large percentage of the edits are of good quality. We no-
tice that the same is true forTextLongevity andTextOnly.
The correlation betweenTextLongevityWithPenalty and
the absolute measureEditOnly is low demonstrating that
TextLongevityWithPenalty penalizes authors for bad edits,
gives no credit to good edits, and accumulates the quality
discounted text contribution measureTextLongevity. There-
fore, authors need to contribute high quality text, while
ensuring that they have no bad edits to get a high score
on TextLongevityWithPenalty. TenRevisions being a text
contribution measure, is highly correlated with the other
text contribution measuresTextOnly and TextLongevity.
NumEdits is positively correlated with all measures as we
would expect; every contribution is an edit that counts to-
wardsNumEdits.

While TextOnly and EditOnly appear to be reasonable
measures of author contribution, we have found evidence
that vandals accrue large contributions against these mea-
sures. For instance, we found that author1065172 is in
the 99th percentile when measured usingTextOnly, but is
nearly at the bottom of the ranks, at0.000001 quantile when
we look at hisTextLongevityWithPenalty measure. We
found five revisions in which this author added new text,
but four of those were immediately reverted. The only re-
vision that was kept around was a one word addition to a
page! From the edits made by this author, we saw that he is
a spammer. On the other hand, usingTextLongevity instead
of TextOnly we noticed that the author was below the25th

percentile. On theEditLongevity measure, this author was
below the0.001 quantile; among the lowest in rank. There-
fore, we argue that the measures that discountTextOnly and
EditOnly by a text or edit quality measure is the correct way
to accrue author contributions. We argue thatNumEdits is
not as good a measure, since vandals and bots easily make
large numbers of bad edits.

We present two figures, Figure 6 and Figure 7, which have
been restricted to a region containing the bulk of the data
points. In Figure 6, we see a vee shape, which separates
the authors into two groups: those that have positive edit
quality and those that have negative edit quality; as mea-
sured byαedit. The worse the quality of edits made by
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Figure 3: This graph shows the average edit quality mea-
sureαedit and the average text qualityαtext over all non-
anonymous authors.

authors the less they accumulate of theEditLongevity mea-
sure, whereas theEditOnly measure, being oblivious to edit
quality, attributes the same contribution to an author whose
contributions persists as it does to an author whose contribu-
tions do not. On the negative side ofEditLongevity, there are
points that represent vandals, who edit large sections of ex-
isting pages, which are then immediately reverted. Clearly,
EditOnly ranks some of these authors very highly, whereas
EditLongevity is able to distinguish them and rank them very
low.

In Figure 7, we see a similar vee shape; in this case,
TextLongevity cannot go below zero as the text quality mea-
sure is always non-negative, so vandals, by our definition,
receive no contribution. As before, the measure that incorpo-
rates quality can distinguish vandals from non-vandals and
attribute a contribution measure to authors that is propor-
tional to the merit of their contribution.

Of the various measures we introduced,
TextLongevityWithPenalty is perhaps the one with the
least tolerance, since by this measure, the only way an au-
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Figure 4: The distribution of the number of edits that each
author made. Over 46% of the non-anonymousauthors make
a single edit in the main English Wikipedia.
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Figure 5: This plot shows theαedit of the non-anonymous
authors who made a single edit contribution.
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Figure 6: Comparing the absolute edit contribution of a user
with the edit longevity. Notice that authors who are “all bad”
are easily identifiable – and sometimes quite prolific.
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Figure 7: Comparing the absolute text contribution with the
contribution as measured by text longevity. We see that large
contributors are either “all bad” or nearly “all good.”

thor can accumulate contribution is by adding new text that
persists and by making edits that are judged to be of good
quality. Further, this measure does not reward authors for
good edits, but penalizes them for bad edits. In Figure 8, we
plot TextOnly againstTextLongevityWithPenalty. We see
the vee shape, with vandals falling on a noticeable line in the
fourth quadrant, that has noTextOnly contribution. Since
almost all new text added by vandals is immediate reverted,
and their edits always have low quality, we notice that they
get low negativeTextLongevityWithPenalty contributions.
In fact, we noticed that the bottom10 authors by rank when
measured according toTextLongevityWithPenalty were all
vandals with the exception ofAntiV andalBot. We explain
this in the subsection on bots.
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Figure 8: Comparing the absolute text contribution
of an author with their contribution as measured by
TextLongevityWithPenalty.

5.2 Ranking Authors

A different direction we explored was how these different
measures end up ranking different authors. Since the con-
tribution measures varied over such a wide range of values,
with most people within a smaller region around zero, we
hoped that ranking the authors would give us better insight
into how the measures differed.

To this end, we computed the percentile rank (rounded
up to the next even value for clarity in the image) of all non-
anonymous authors, including those that we had classified as
vandals, and then plotted them in 3-dimensional histograms;
see Figures 10 and 11. The correlation structure implied by
Table 1 becomes apparent. An important point to remember
about Figures 10 and 11 is that the low-lying regions of the
graph are rarely zero — there are roughly between one and
ten authors at each intersection, but this is so small compared
to the areas that correlate that we cannot see it on the graph.

We also include a 3-dimensional histogram comparing
the percentile rankings as determined byEditLongevity and
NumEdits, in Figure 12. The “rows of fences” we see
in Figure 12 are due to the large number of authors who
make only a handful of edits; theNumEdits measure nei-
ther distinguishes them from each other, nor is it capable
of distinguishing good contributions from bad contributions.
This last point is important, that even users in the low-
est percentile ofEditLongevity can be rated very highly by
NumEdits— demonstrating that it is much easier to game
theNumEdits measure to achieve a high rank, while doing
bad work.

5.3 Bot Behavior

The edit and text quality measures for all bots are similar
to that of all authors shown in Figure 1. We noticed that
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Figure 9: This graph compares how much text is initially
added by a user (along thex-axis), with how much of the
text survives over the next ten filtered revisions (along they-
axis). The higher up they-axis a point is, the more text that
survived all ten revisions. Most authors add under 100,000
words, and about half of what they add survives.

bots create a large number of revisions with high quality.
We found that69.56% of the revisions made by bots have
a text quality measure ofαtext > 0.95. The percentage of
revisions made by bots withαtext ≤ 0.05 was9.2%. We
found that66.92% of the new text added by bots were with
αtext > 0.95 and14.14% of the new text added by bots were
with αtext = 0, which means they were immediately re-
verted. Similarly, on the edit contributions of bots we found
that54.42% of the revisions with edits made by bots were of
high edit quality, withαedit > 0.9. The number of revisions
havingαedit < −0.9 being negligible;1% from our analy-
sis. When we counted all edit revisions that had a negative
edit quality we saw that12.73% of the revisions were judged
to be of poor quality withαedit < 0. We found that93.3%
of the edit contributions made by bots had positive edit qual-
ity and the remaining6.4% had negative edit quality. More
interestingly,65.20% of the edit contributions made by bots
hadαedit > 0.9, which means they were not edited out in
subsequent revisions and represent the sheer amount of work
done by bots that is of very high quality. The contributions
with αedit < −0.9 are1.8%. This indicates that a large part
of the text additions made by bots and a large part of the edit
contributions made by bots survive indefinitely.

Furthermore, our analysis indicates that bots make large
amounts of edit contributions compared to text contribu-
tions; the ratio of the size of editsEditOnly to the size of new
textTextOnly for all bots is11.61. Since the penalizing mea-
sureTextLongevityWithPenalty does not credit authors for
good edits but reduces theirTextLongevity contributions, by
the amount of their bad edits as measured byEditLongevity,
we notice that edits judged as being of poor quality over-
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Figure 10: EditLongevity vsTextLongevity
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Figure 11: EditLongevity vsTextLongevityWithPenalty

whelm the smaller text contributions of bots in general and
AntiV andalBot in particular, resulting in a small overall
contribution. We also note here thatSmackBot did much
better on this measure.SmackBot contributes more text
than AntiV andalBot. Most of its edits are of smaller
size thanAntiV andalBot. Since they have similar quality
measures,AntiV andalBot ends up with a lower score on
TextLongevityWithPenalty when compared toSmackBot.

5.4 Sources of Error

Since we use filtered revisions, namely we collapse all con-
secutive revisions by the same author, and since we treat all
anonymous authors identically, consecutive edits made by
anonymous authors cannot be distinguished. We therefore
discard all anonymous authors from our analysis: in any
case, we are not measuring their contributions, as they can-
not be individually attributed. We have noticed that there are
anonymous authors who do good work on the Wikipedia,
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Figure 12: EditLongevity vsNumEdits

but at this point we have not implemented a mechanism to
attribute them a contribution measure.

We ignore the time difference between edits. When pages
receive many views with little editing, it suggests that the
article is substantially correct; perhaps later edits are due
to changing facts, and not because of poor quality. Arti-
cles which are the subject of current events are particularly
likely to have their edit quality misjudged. Relatedly, group-
ing revisions by author ignores the fact that edits separated
by days or months are less related and have most likely been
reviewed by others.

5.5 Some Contributions

We looked at the list of all blocked authors. We sepa-
rated them from the others with the objective of determin-
ing how many of these authors met our definition of van-
dals. We were surprised to note that over51% of authors had
αtext > 0.95 and39% of authors hadαedit > 0.9. In fact,
over47% of the blocked authors make text contributions that
have an average text quality over0.95. Similarly, over32%
of the these authors make edit contributions that have an av-
erage edit quality over0.9. We note that11.2% of authors
qualify as vandals by our measure, based on their average
edit quality and24.9% qualify as vandals based on their av-
erage text quality. But a large percentage of the authors in
the blocked authors list are not vandals, as determined by our
definition.

A couple of cases in point are those of authors3362
and 10784. They are both blocked, but are over
the 99th percentile onEditLongevity, TextLongevity and
TextLongevityWithPenalty. One was blocked by Jimbo
Wales and the other was blocked as he was suspected of us-
ing multiple accounts.

We end this subsection, by mentioning the top rankers
against all measures. The highest ranks across all contribu-

tions were secured by authors3903 andAntiV andalBot.
Author 3903 had the top rank with respect to measures
TextOnly, TextLongevity, TextLongevityWithPenalty and
TenRevisions. AntiV andalBot had the top rank with
respect to the measuresEditLongevity and EditOnly. In-
terestingly, SmackBot was the second highest scorer
after author 3903 on measuresTextLongevity and
TextLongevityWithPenalty.

6 conclusion

As group collaboration becomes more prevalent, the prob-
lem of how to compute author contributions becomes in-
creasingly relevant. We have presented and compared sev-
eral possible ways to measure author contribution, including
two measures popularized by previous works. What we dis-
covered is that there is substantial agreement between the
measures for clear cases of valuable contributions, and vary-
ing results for authors making questionable contributions.

There are several measures we have defined that have a
desirable property, namely, giving credit where it is due and
making sure that authors who make bad contributions get a
low score. We believe thatTextLongevity or EditLongevity

are equally viable as contribution measures.
TheEditLongevity measure is a very interesting measure

in our opinion. This measure uses edit distance (as counted
in words) to measure the size of the contribution while tak-
ing into account the longevity of that contribution, quantified
using the edit quality measureαedit. Since the edit quality
measures how much an edit takes a page towards a future
version of that page, we find this a good way of measur-
ing contribution. TheTextLongevityWithPenalty measure
is good at identifying vandals, but fails as a good contribu-
tion measure as it does not reward good edits.

As a side effect of our analysis and comparison, we were
able to identify some unusual author behaviors. We discov-
ered that the highest contributor by our edit measures was
a bot, the second highest contributor byTextLongevity and
TextLongevityWithPenalty was again a bot, and that there
are evil bots which create a significant amount of vandalism.
We also discovered that making large and good text and edit
contributions are not always sufficient to be in good standing
on the Wikipedia.
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